Four centuries of historic links between Japan and Spain

In the 17th century, thousands of Japanese Christians, escaping persecution and poverty, left Japan for Spanish-controlled Manila in the Philippines, many of them eventually settling in the Americas. This migration marked the beginning of a historic link between the two countries.

These two nations represent an important cornerstone in the history of relations between Spain and Japan, as they have been influenced by each other's culture and traditions. The phrase "Four centuries..." aptly captures the essence of their historic relationship.

Stamping a global footprint for Spain's auto industry

G

Spain's automotive industry has a long history of innovation and growth. It is a key player in the global automotive sector, producing vehicles for major automobile manufacturers. The industry is characterized by a strong focus on quality, innovation, and sustainability.

The Spanish automotive industry is known for its diverse range of products, from luxury vehicles to mass-market models. It is a major contributor to the country's economy, providing employment opportunities and driving growth in various sectors.

Growing together: A Japanese firm's commitment to España

Honda's commitment to Spain is evident through its long-standing presence in the country. The company has a strong history in Spain, where it has been a significant force in the automotive industry.

Honda's commitment to Spain includes investments in research and development, as well as partnerships with local suppliers and universities. These collaborations help to drive innovation and sustainability in the industry.

Honda's commitment to Spain is not only about economic benefits but also about fostering cultural exchange and building strong relationships with local communities. The company is committed to being a good corporate citizen, supporting environmental initiatives and community development projects.

In conclusion, Honda's commitment to Spain is a testament to its global footprint and its dedication to sustainable growth and innovation in the automotive industry.
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